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The present invention relates to rescue apparatus and 
particularly to a device in the general nature of a stretcher 
which has a universal application in rescue operations. 
Many types of rescue apparatus have been devised but 

in the past many types of rescue operations could not be 
performed with a single piece of apparatus, some appa 
ratus being adapted to one type of operation, some to 
another. Thus the commonly used stretcher having rigid 
side members is not adapted to operations requiring the 
turning of sharp corners. Nor is it adapted to opera 
tions wherein vertical transportation or removal over 
rough terrain is involved. 

Also, such types of devices as the Stokes litter and 
army type stretcher have been frequently used but also 
have many limitations‘ For example, these devices can 
not be used where an accident victim is in a location with 
limited head room since they have either upstanding sides 
or “legs” making is impossible to place the victim in the 
litter without ?rst moving him to a place where there is 
su?icient head room to perform the operation, especially 
if the victim be obese. Nor is the Stokes type usable 
when the victim is unusually tall. 

Additionally, most types of rescue device in common 
use are rigid and cannot vbe readily transported, and if 
the entire device is not rigid there are still rigid members 
which are necessary to the use of the device. 
There are, of course, situations wherein it is necessary 

that the device be rigid. For example, it may be that the 
person to be transported has a broken back or broken 
neck. The present device, unlike the ordinary ambulance 
stretcher, is provided with a means whereby it may be 
rendered rigid when necessary. 
Commonly used devices such as the Stokes litter or 

the army type stretcher previously mentioned have the 
limitation that they cannot be readily used in other than F 
the horizontal position and consequently situations fre 
quently arise where it is impossible to turn a corner. The 
device of my invention is adapted to use as a chair litter 
and may therefore be utilized in many situations where 
sharp corners make the use of other types impossible. 

Situations also frequently arise where an accident vic 
tim has suffered a fracture of a limb and it is essential 
that the fractured member ‘be placed in traction at the 
earliest possible moment. My device is provided with 
readily operable means whereby such traction may be 
exerted. 

It is an object of my invention to provide a rescue 
device which is universally useful and which is so de 
signed as to be readily operable. 

It is another object of my invention to provide a res 
cue device adapted for use when it is necessary to lower 
or raise the device vertically or substantially vertically. 

It is another object of my invention to provide a de 
vice whi-ch, while usable in a vertical position for raising 
and lowering operations, may still be utilized in the nor~ 
mal carrying operation or for raising and lowering opera— 
tions in a horizontal position. 
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It is ‘another object of my invention to provide a rescue 
device having elements designed to enclose the victim 
and protect him fromweather, falling debris, and the 
like, while at the same time providing ample space for 
ingress of air and leaving the face exposed so that the 
victim, if conscious, will not be psychologically affected 
by being completely enclosed. ‘ 

It is a still further object of the invention to render 
the enclosing means adjustable in such a manner that the 
rescue device may form a complete enclosure for use par 
ticularly in case the person transported is already dead. 

It is a still further object of my invention to provide 
a means for exerting traction upon a broken limb of a 
victim to be transported in the device. 

‘Other objects and features of the invention will be 
apparent when the following description is considered in 
connection with the annexed drawings, in which: 

Figure l is a top plan view of the device in its closed 
condition but ready for use, that is, unrolled rather than 
rolled ‘ for transportation purposes; 

Figure 2 is a bottom plan view of the device in the 
same condition as described in Figure 1; 

Figure 3 is a top plan View of the device in its open 
condition save that certain of the ?aps are still closed, 
these flaps being shown open by dotted lines; 

Figure 4 is a fragmentary cross-sectional view of the 
device of Figure 3, the view being taken on the plane of 
the line 4-4 of Figure 3; 

Figure 5 is a perspective View showing the device rolled 
up and inserted in its carrying bag; 

Figure 6 is a fragmentary view of the lower portion of 
the rescue device showing ‘the means for anchoring the 
feet of the victim so that the rescue bag may be used in 
Work involving vertical transportation; 

Figure 7 is a fragmentary plan view of the device 
showing the use thereof for applying traction to a broken 
leg; and 

Figure 8 is a fragmentary view ‘of the upper portion 
of the device showing the mode of immobilizing the head 
of the victim such as would ‘be utilized in the event the 
victim had a broken neck. 

Referring now to the drawings, and particularly to 
Figure 4, the device‘ comprises two layers of material It) 
and 11 which material may, for example, be heavy water 
proof canvas. The layer 10 is wrapped around a heavy 
rope 12 at each edge the edge portion being stitched to 
the main portion of the fabric 10 to completely enclose 
the rope l2 andcause the rope to be ?rmly held at the 
edges of the layer 10 of the material. The stitching also 
passes through the layer of material 11 as well as through 
the ?ap portions 13 and 14. 
The rope 12, as seen in Figures 1 through 3, is con 

tinuous, extending along the edges of the device from 
the foot portion thereof to the apex at the head. The 
rope thus reinforces the edges and provides a gripping 
means at all points therealong. At the apex of the device 
there is a steel ring 15 which ring is “whipped” to the 
fabric layers lib and 11. Extending downwardly from 
the ring 15 along a center line of the device is a reinforc 
ing webbing strip 16 which strip terminates about one 
third of the way to the foot of the device. This strip 
16 is sewn to the fabric layer 10 on the rear surface 
thereof and serves to distribute force exerted on the ring 
15 to the fabric. 

This manner of distributing the load to the fabric 
assures that the device will not curl about its longitudinal 
center. Moreover, since the apex of the rope 12 passes 
over the upper edge of the ring 15, if there should be any 
failure of the whipping or stitching by which the ring ‘ 
is held to the fabric layers the rope 12 would then take 
a portion of the load. 
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‘Extending upwardly at an angle to the reinforcing strip 
16 are two pairs of reinforcing strips 17 and 18. Each 
of these pairs is sewn to the. rear surface of the fabric 
liland eachis formed-from :a singlestrip of fabric thus 
providing the handles wanditt. These fabric strips in 
addition to forming ‘handles, as stated, likewise serve to 
distribute loadplaced upon the ring 15 to the vbody of 
the fabric 14). 
As .has previously been mentioned, the ‘basic structure 

thus far described is provided with ?aps’ 13 and M which 
?aps are sewn tothe edges of thefabricstrips l0 and ll. 
These ?aps l3 and Mare designed to serve as covers for 
a victirnplaced upon the fabric layer 10. lnaddition to 
the'flaps 14 and 13 there is provided a foot?ap 21 which 
is stitched to the fabric layers .10 and llrand \to the 
flaps li’sandv Malongits lower'e'dge. Thel?apizlis, as 
indicated, particularly intended for covering‘ the feet and 
lower legs of the victim. Both the side flaps and ‘foot 
?aps are adjustable to :pronerly'coverv persons "of diverse 
physical characteristics-ohm or fat. short or tall. 

Each of the ?aps'1'3 and 14 is provided with a diagonal 
ly folded portion which maybe termed a secondary ‘?ap 
designated respectively 22. and 23, see Figure 3. Flaps 
Z2 and 23am normally not utilized in covering a victim, 
but would be used inthe-cvent that the person transported 
is already dead or, in some instances, when due to falling 
debris it is necessary to protect the head of .the victim. 
Fixed to‘the front or upper surface of the fabric layer 

It) is a foldable'hood .24 which comprises a generally 
rectangular fabric member having folds therein as in 
dicated at 25 and '26 to form a hood, which has a second 
ary ?ap 29. Hood 24- may be utilized to cover the head’ 
in the event of inclement weather or of falling debris, or 
hood 24, together with flap 29, may cover the face and 
head. 

Likewise stitched to the fabric'ltl at a point correspond 
ing to the chest area of the body to be transported is-a 
strap 27 which is stitched along a portion only of ‘its 
length the two ends being left free so that the body may 
be encircled by the strap which is provided with a buckle 
28 of any suitable'kind. .Strap 27 may be used as a 
traction anchor'for'broken arms and also maintaining 
the position and preventing shifting of a person trans 
ported. ' 

Spaced along the length of the device are carrying 
handles or loops .39. these handles being formed of web 
bing which extends entirely across the device being 
stitched to ‘the upper surface of the lower layer 11 of 
fabric material. That'is. each pair of handles .31}, one 
on either side of the device,‘ forms. in addition, two re 
inforcing straps extending completely across the device. 

The"device'can readily be converted into a litter for 
transportation over rough terrainby inserting saplings 
orpoles of approximately ten 'foot lengths through the 
loops l9 and 3t} and 2t) and '30. In this connection it 
should'be noticed that the loops l9 and 29 are longer than 
the‘ loops 30 so ‘that poles inserted through the various 
loops on'opposite sides of the device will extend‘substan 
tiallv parallel to the longitudinal axis. 
‘The 'uppermost'pair of loops 3i} and the lowermost 

pair of loops 30 maybe utilized in cooperation with a 
pair of slings to convert the'device into a basket type 
carrier'which may be then utilized in a substantially hori 
zontal position for raising and’lowering operations. That 
is,'a rope‘sling would extend through the uppermost and 
lowermost loops'i’rll on each side of thedevice, the four 
eyes in which the two rope slings terminate tbeingthen 
placed on .the hook of a block and tackle ‘or a similar 
device to "effect the raising'or lowering operation. 
The straps 3d are 'iocated'at'carefully selected areas in 

order to'make’it possible to utilize the'device as a chair 
litter. Thus the upper pair of strapsllitl is located‘in the 
area ‘of the shoulder blades ‘and the second ‘pair in the 
area'of the buttockstwherebyicarriers of the Idevice-may 
readily cause it to assume the shape iofiazch'air ini-order‘ 
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to turn sharp corners which it would otherwise be im 
possible to do. 

Straps 30 may also be utilized in the event that the 
device is to be lowered down a ladder. In this case, 
short lengths of board or pole are inserted through loops 
of the uppermost straps 3i} and likewise through the loops 
of the straps 36, third from the top in the region of the 
thighs. These form rigid supports which may rest on the 
rails of the ladder ‘so thata'person may be lowered down 
the ladder without interference with the ladder rungs. 
Furthermore, the board or pole lengths may be adjusted 
to the width of the ladder whereby a ladder ‘of any stand 
ard width may be utilized as the guiding‘rnember. 
The fabric layer ll extends to arpoint adjacent the 

head area and there terminates, being stitched to the 
fabric it? only along its edges and not at its top or bot 
tom. There is thus formed a poc {ct into which a rigid 
member or members may be inserted so as to make it 
possible'to transporta victim who has met with an ‘acci 
dent'requiring ‘that the back :area be immobilized, for 
example, one who ha'sxsustained a ‘broken back or neck. 
Theretis no ‘necessity of providing ampermanen't‘rigid 
member since therezis seldom if ever a 'situation'where it 
is‘notpossibleto secure a'rboard or like device as for-(ex 
amples piece of baseboard or a door jambior a portion 
ofaidesk toact as asplint. In Figures ,2.and‘4 the‘splin't 
is shown as :cornprised ofthree boards ‘39. 
Means aretprovidedfor holding the flaps 13 and $14 

in. closed position, and for holding aperson in zplace‘in 
the device or on the device. These means comprise 
webbing straps?l adaptedito. extend transversely oflthe 
device'above'zthe. foldedfflaps. The straps "31 are made 
adjustable .by ameans iof buckles 32 which buckles are 
astened tothe margin of the device by means of short 

lengthsv ofv'strapw33. At the opposite side of the device 
four cooperating rings 34 are positioned, being secured 
to‘the fabriclthrough the'me-diumof shortlengths of strap 
35. .Each ofathe straps .31 passes ‘through an eye-36 in 
a snap l1ook:37,.the hook beingadapted to cooperate 
with the ring 34. In this manner the straps may be 
rapidly. loosened or put in place while‘ at the same time 
they are ‘adjustable byuse of the buckle 32. 

Although straps?l. are shown as passing directly across 
the device, they maybe crossed in a diagonal fashion 
to‘prevent pressure on an area which has been injured. 
In ."theevent‘ofinjury in the chest ‘area, forexarnple, the 
two‘ upperv straps 33 would .be crossed over each other 
toxprevent pressure on .the‘iniured portion lot? the chest. 

In abrnanner similar to‘ that described ‘.vabove for the 
fastening of the hooks 37 and ‘the buckles .32 .pairs of 
ringsdllsare fastened to the fabric, one pair ‘in the chest 
area and one in the foot area. The ‘pairs'of rings 40 
in .the '.Cl1€SlI area are'intended foruse in applying trac 
tionasv will vbe. hereinafter explained, While those in ‘the 
foot area are fors‘a purpose to be described. 
When such vertical lowering or lifting is to ‘be per 

formed, ‘it is ‘desirable that the‘ person being rescued be 
?rmly anchored-within the enclosure formed by the vari 
ous flaps hereinbefore described so that he cannotrbytany 
chancemove vertically and slide out ‘of the device. 'For 
this purpose twostraps 41. are provided, which-straps 
are ‘provided with lbuckles 42 for adjusting the length 
thereof, 'rthe'tstraps ‘passing ‘through ‘an anchor ring 43 
which is secured by a short piece of webbing or like “maw 

Each strap 41 isialSO 
provided twith..a snap hook 45 adapted to cooperate 
with one of the lower pair of rings/iii. ‘Thus 'tliefstraps 
'41.:may rbefcrossed ‘lover-beneath and above the :feet'and 
?xed‘ ‘torthb‘tings All ‘thereby forming av support 'forfthe 
feet, ‘which will: assure thexsafety of the rescue ‘operation 
involving‘verticaltransportation. vIn Figure 6, forlclarity 
of illustration,ther?apsvllii, Mare shown folded under 
vthe legs, ‘but ‘ordinarily thesef?aps would cover the legs. 
As rwilltibe. ‘obvious,ithetidevice'lthus far- described-inlay I 

be utilized in all the manners 'sdescribeclllforlboth ‘adults 
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and children. In the event, for example, that a child 
is to be transported in a horizontal position the child 
may be laid on the open device and the ?aps folded as 
heretofore described after which the entire base of the 
device may be again folded upwardly before the straps 
31 are fastened. This will serve to reduce the size of 
the device to that of the child so that it may be readily 
carried. Furthermore, if the child is to be lowered or 
raised in a vertical position the straps 41 may again be 
utilized, in this event being fastened to the upper ones 
of the two pairs of rings 40 rather than to the lower ones. 
The ring 43 is also utilized for various other purposes, 

thus in the event that it is necessary, due to the lack of 
head room, to slide the rescue device across the ?oor or 
along the ground, a rope may be attached to this ring 
43 and the device pulled feet ?rst by this means, and 
if necessary it is even possible to lower the entire device 
by attaching a rope to the ring 43 although generally 
speaking it is preferable that lowering or raising opera 
tions be not performed with the victim’s head pointed 
downward. 
Should the victim have a compound fracture of a 

leg one of the straps 41 may be removed from the ring 
43 and a loop thereof placed about the injured leg at 
the thigh area, the strap being attached to that one of 
the upper pair of rings 40 on the side of the fractured 
member. This strap then holds the torso ?rmly in place. 
The second of the straps 41 is then wrapped about the 
foot, passed through the ring 43, and tightened to put a 
pull on the leg to thereby place the leg in traction, pre 
venting further injury as a result of such a compound 
fracture. This arrangement is shown in Figure 7. In 
this ?gure the person being rescued is shown lying on 
the folded flaps rather than beneath them. However, 
it is entirely possible to utilize traction with the ?aps 
over the victim save that the foot flap 21 must be placed 
beneath the legs rather than over them. 

Straps 41 are sut?ciently long so that an arm having 
a compound fracture may betreated in similar manner 
by looping one of the straps 41 about the wrist and through 
the ring 43 and tightening it. Chest strap 27 serves as 
the anchor for application of arm traction. 

Referring now to Figure 8, there is shown therein a 
mode of utilizing the device to hold the head in a ?xed 
position which is sometimes essential, as for example, 
when the victim has a broken neck. In this arrangement 
a blanket, indicated at 46, is rolled army pack manner 
and inserted beneath the head cover or hood 24. This 
forms a pocket in which the head rests and which pro 
vents shifting movements thereof with respect to the torso 
which, of course, is ?rmly held in place by means of 
the strap 27. If a head pillow is required a blanket is 
placed beneath hood 24. 
The rescue pack of my invention may also be used for 

carrying by a single carrier. The pack may he stood in 
a vertical position, the rescuer then placing his back 
against the victim’s back and, by grasping the upper ones 
of the loops 30, can carry the casualty. 
The rescue pack as described hereinabove is usable 

in many situations where other types fail. In addition 
to the situations already mentioned, such problems of 
vertical transportation as arise when mine shafts, dumb 
waiters, etc. have to be utilized are readily solved with 
this device. Such devices as the Stokes litter and the 
arm stretcher are not usable for example in a dumbwaiter 
since their rigidity prevents the insertion thereof through 
the dumbwaiter doors as does the thickness brought 
about by the upstanding sides or the legs. Moreover 
the army type stretcher is stretched into its position of 
use by means of toggle members which members are 
readily displaced during vertical movement of the device 
causing the stretcher to collapse. As indicated, the de~ 
vice of my invention obviates such di?iculties. 

While I have described the preferred'form of my in 
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vention, it will be understood that many modifications of 
the structure may be made within the scope of the in 
vention. Therefore I wish to be limited not by the fore 
going description, but on the contrary, solely by the claims 
granted to me. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a rescue device of the class described, in com 

bination, a generally rectangular piece of fabric, said 
fabric coming to a point at one end and being gradually 
tapered toward the opposite end to form an outline gen 
erally that of a recumbent person to be transported, a 
second fabric piece underlying said ?rst piece and ?xed 
thereto at its side margins, said second fabric piece rein~ 
forcing the ?rst and forming with said ?rst piece an 
open ended pocket to receive a splint, a rope extending 
along the top and side margins of the device and ?xed 
to both said fabric layers, said rope forming a hand 
hold, a plurality of carrying straps extending transversely 
of said device in pairs, each pair forming a loop at each 
of the opposite edges of said device, said reinforcing 
and carrying straps being connected to the lower layer 
of fabric throughout the transverse extent thereof and 
being also connected to the upper fabric layer at the 
edges of that layer, and serving to reinforce the fabric, 
a load carrying ring ?xed to both said fabric layers ad 
jacent the upper point thereof, and a pair of covering 
flaps secured to said fabric layers at the margins thereof, 
said covering ?aps being adapted to fold over said fabric 
and extending approximately to the shoulders of a per 
son to be transported on the device. 

2. A device as claimed in claim 1, characterized in 
that said covering ?aps terminate at their upper edges 
along lines inclined diagonally across the device and that 
said covering ?aps have secondary ?aps secured thereto 
along said diagonally inclined lines, said secondary flaps 
when in their unfolded position serving to cover the face 
and head ,of a person to be transported on the device. 

3. A device as claimed in claim 1, characterized in 
that a ring is secured to the underlying fabric piece ad 
jacent the lower edge thereof and approximately on the 
longitudinal center line and additional pairs of rings are 
secured to the side margins of the overlying piece of 
fabric, one pair adjacent the chest area of a person to 
be transported and the other adjacent the foot area, said 
rings being adapted to receive adjustable straps for an 
choring the feet of a person to be transported in place 
and for anchoring the person to be transported in posi 
tion with traction applied to a fractured limb. 

4. In a rescue device for supporting a body to be 
transported comprising a substantially rectangular ?rst 
member, comprising a heavy waterproof fabric and having 
a head portion and a foot portion and converging at the 
head portion into an apex, a rope extending the full 
length of said fabric from the foot portion to the head 
portion to said apex and secured to all the edges of said 
canvas for reinforcing all the edges and for providing a 
gripping means at all points thereon, a load-receiving 
metallic member at the apex of said member, a ?rst rein’ 
forcing member extending from said load receiving metal 
lic member longitudinally along said ?rst member for 
distributing the forces exerted on said load receiving me< 
tallic member to prevent curling of said ?rst member 
along its longitudinal center when load is applied thereto, 
said rope extending to and being secured to said load 
receiving metallic member for taking a portion of the 
load, a plurality of reinforcing strips extending angularly 
from said ?rst reinforcing member for forming handles 
and also for distributing the load on said ?rst load receiv 
ing member, ?aps extending along the long edges of said 
?rst member and foldable over said ?rst member to 
serve as covers, a foot ?ap extending along the foot 
portion of said ?rst member and foldable thereover to 
serve as a cover, a foldable hood comprising a substan 
tially rectangular element having folds secured to the 
headgportio‘n‘of said ?rst member to form a hood, a 
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strap "secured- to‘ said t?rst-"memberrinethe fgeneral v(chest 
area of: a-ibody ‘to besupported'on ~said ?rst membenand 
adapted to‘ibe-‘secured-to a‘portion-‘of ‘saidibo'dy for-pro 
viding traction thereto, va?plurality of ‘ handles ‘extending 
from both edges of said ?rst member and‘iforme‘d-_~of 
Webbing extending entirely across said "?rst-member for 
reinforcing said ' ?rst "member, an‘ of‘ said" handles-being 
constructed to ‘receive rigid pole-members-along'theedges 
of said ?rst vmember in Va idirectionsubstantially‘parallel 
to ‘the ‘longitudinal axis thereof, va ,second member so 
cured \to said E?rst mentioned member =along the edges 
thereof-from-said foot portion to -a point adjacent the 
he'adiportion to formlap‘oclret for supporting-‘a i‘igid'cle‘ 
ment,'a plurality ofiwcbbinglstrips ‘secured/to and extend 
ing transversely across‘ said ?rst l'member-an'd above said ‘ 
?aps‘for' holding albody to ,betranspc'rted-cn said ltirst 
member in place, adjustable fastening ‘means on said 
strips, elements securedto 'the'v'fabrict‘of sa'idT?rst-‘mcm 
her for applying traction thereat Jandaddi'tional strip 
members-‘at the foot portionadjustableinlen'gth'ifor sup 
porting the feet of a body to'be;.transpo1-“ted. 

5. Ina rescue device ‘for supporting zaibody -to 'be 
transported comprising a substantially rectangular 'E?rst 
member comprising adreavy fabric and 'ihavingla head 
portion and aifoot portion and converging ‘at ‘the ‘head 
portion into an apex, a rope ~‘extending the ‘full length 
of said fabric from the foot portion to --the‘ihead‘portion 
to said apex‘and secured to all "the edges oftsaid'canvas 
for reinfcrcingall the edges and‘forproviding-a'igripping 
means at all points thereon, a looped >load receiving sme 
tallic member at ‘the apex of said ?rstmember, a ?rst 
reinforcing member extending'fromsaidl load receiving 
metallic v member ‘longitudinally along said T?rst ‘member 
for distributing the forccstexerted vonfsaidlload receiving 
metallic member to prevent-‘curling of’ saidriirst‘member 
along its longitudinal center when-lload is applied thereto, 

7 said rope extending totand being-secured .to saidiload re 
ceiving metallic member'fortakinga portion ‘ofthe load, 
a plurality of reinforcing stripsextending angularly from 
said ?rst reinforcing member :for forming handles and also 
for distributing the load on said load receiving ‘metallic 
member, a, strap secured to said-?rst member'in the :gen 
eral chest area of the body :to ‘be transported on said 
?rst .‘member for securementtto a portion ‘of said body 
for providing traction theretoyaplurality. (if-handles ex 
tending from both edges of: saidl?rsti'membenall ofsaid 
handles being constructed to'lreceive rigid "pole ‘members 
along the edges of'said ?rst member. linwaidirectionsub 
stantially parallel to the - longitudinal lax-is Zthereof, ~~a 
plurality of strips secured toand extending transversely 
a'crosssaid first member and aboversaid'i?apsfor-holding 
the body .to be transported in place,iadjustableifastening 
means on ‘said strips, elements secured to 'saidifabric-for 
applying traction 'thereat and additional-strip vmembers 
at :the loot portion adjustableinflengthim supporting the 
feet of'a body to be transported. 

6. In a‘rescue device for supporting a bodyto'bertrans 
ported . comprising a substantially 'rectan‘gul'an?rst -11’161T1 
ber comprisinga heavy .fabrictandthaving allhea‘dlportion 
and a foot portion and convergingIat-the head‘portion 
into ‘apex, a ‘rope extending the full length of-said 
fabric from the foot-portioirto ‘the head'portion- to said 
apex and secured to all the edges 'ofsaidrcanvas lfOl‘vl’B 
inforcing all the ‘edges and ..for providing a gripping 
means .at all :points ‘thereon, 1-a loopedéload receiving>me~ 
tallies member at .thelapex .of .said L?rst member, “a first 
reinforcing. member extending from: said ‘load receiving 
metallic member longitudinally along“, sa' ‘Z?ISt member 
for distributing the forcesiexertedron'said‘load‘ receiving 
metallic member'itoprevent.curling' of said ?rst member 
along its longitudinal center Wheniloa'd is applied thereto, 
said trope :extending ‘to land lbeingisecuredi'tto saidload 
receiving metallic ‘member-tor takingia portion ‘of the 

load, a plurality of reinforcing‘stripsrextending~-=angularly from-said vi?rs‘t ‘ re intorcing» ‘member ‘for’ forming lhandles ‘ 
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and :also "for ~ distributing ‘the load 'on' said load vreceiving 
metallic ‘member, 2a plurality'iof handles extending from 
both-edges lof‘said 'iirst member, ‘webbing-extending en 
tirely across said ?rstmember“for-reinforcing said-?rst 
rnembeigall-iof said handles being constructed Vito-receive 
rigid pole members along theedgesof said ?rst member 
in -a direction ‘substantially parallel tow-the ;longitudinal 
axis vthereof, and vstrap-members at the'lfo'ot ‘portion-ad 
justab'lein lengthier supporting'the \feet of1a body to "be 
transported. 

7. in a rescue device for supporting a-body to'be trans 
ported comprising a substantiallyrectangular ?rst mem 
ber comprising a fabric and having a head portion 
and a ‘foot portion and converging-at ‘the ‘head portion 
into an a-rope extending the full length "of said 
fabric irom the'ioot portion'to the ihea'deportion to said 
apex and secured to all the’edges of said fabriciforwein 
forcing all vthe-edges and for providinga gripping-means 
atiall'points thereon, a‘ load receiving :metallic member 
at the apex of said .rnember, :a ‘?rst'reinforcing member 
extending from said load receiving metallic ‘member 
longitudinally along said ?rst member for. distributing 
thevforces exerted on said load receiving metallic mem 
ber toprevent curling of said ?rst member along its longi 
tudinal’ center when load is applied thereto, said rope 
extending to land being secured to said load receiving 

etallic member for‘taking a portion of the‘load, ‘a'plu 
rality of reinforcing strips > extending :angularly fromzsaid 
?rstreinforcing“member.for forming handles and also 
for distributing the load on said load receivingmetallic 
member, ‘?aps extending. along the long edges of said 
?rst member vand foldable over said'?rstlrnember to serve 
as :covers, afoot ?ap extendingnalongpthe foot portion 
of said ?rst memberand l’oldable thereoverito serve .as'a 
cover, a i'oldable hood comprising a substantially rectan 
gular member .havingcfo'lds- secured to ‘the head portion 
of said ?rst member to form a hood, a strap securedito 
said first member ‘in the general chestarea of a body 
adapted to be transported and securable- to a portion of 
said body for providing traction thereto, asplura'lity of 
handles extending from both edges of said ?rst member 
extending entirely across said ?rst member for reinforcing 
said "?rst member, all of .saidhandles being constructed 
to- receive rigid pole members along the edges of said 
?rst member in a direction substantially parallel to the 
longitudinal axis tiereof, a plurality of ‘strips .secured 
to and extending transversely across saidi?rstgmember 
andabove said ?aps forholding the body to :beztrans 

, portedv‘inlplace, adjustable fastening meanson said: strips, 
members secured to said fabric for applying ‘traction 
thereat and additional strip members at the foot portion 
adjustable in length for supporting the feet of'thezbody 
to be transported. 

8. in a, rescue device for supporting a ‘body to be 
transported comprising a substantially rectangular-?rst 
member comprising-a fabric and having ahead portion 
and a foot portion and converging at the head portion 
into an apex, a ropevexteniding the full length of said 
fabric from the foot portion to the head portion to said 
apex and secured'to all the edgesof saidfabric for rein 
forcingall the edges and for providing a gripping means 
at all points thereon, a ‘looped load ‘receiving metallic 
member .at the apex of said member, a first reinforcing 
member extending from said load receiving metallic 
memberlongitndinal'ly along said ?rst member for dis 
tributing the forcesexerted on said load receiving me 
tallic member to prevent curling .oflsa'id ?rst member 
along itslongitudinul center whensload is applied thereto, 
said rope extending to and being'secured to said load re~~ 
ceiving metallic member for taking a portion of the load, 
a plurality of reinforcing strips extendingangularly from 
saidv ?rst reinforcing member for forming handles and 
also for distributingthe load on said load receiving. me 

75_~_.tallic membena; plurality of handles extending from both 
edges-"of said ‘?rst'meniber for reinforcing said member, 
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all of said handles being constructed to receive rigid pole 
members along the edges of said ?rst member in a direc 
tion substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis thereof, 
a plurality of strips secured to and extending transversely 
across said ?rst member for holding a body adapted to 
be transported in place, adjustable fastening means on 
said strips, members secured to said fabric for applying 
traction thereat and additional strip members at the foot 
portion adjustable in length for supporting the feet of 
the body to be transported. 
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